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Additions and recollections from our radio readers
THE ARTICLE ON RADIO at Furman (“Feeling
All of 45, Going on 15”) in the winter issue
of the magazine elicited several responses from
past station workers whose comments and recollections may prove helpful in filling some major
gaps in the station’s records.
Although the blank spaces made it difficult
to nail down specific names and dates for the
article, Gary James ’78, who is leading the effort
to boost the station’s profile and
compiling a list of its alumni,
commended the results: “Given
the near total absence of station
records, I was pleasantly surprised
at how much information was
gathered and how well it matched
the stories I have heard.”
Jim Bogle ’70, a veteran of
the station’s early days who is now
a senior assistant attorney general
in South Carolina, offered a few
remembrances.
“The original call sign was
WFBA, for Furman Broadcasting
Association,” he wrote. “When we
opened the new studio opposite the
post office in the student center,
we changed to WFRN, the Furman
Radio Network, letters that could
be pronounced as ‘friend.’ We were
always at 600 AM, until the station went FM.
“What really helped us find an audience in
the 1960s,” he added, “was that the broadcast
signal of the big rock station in Greenville went
directional at sundown, away from the campus,
and could not be picked up on campus at night.
By the late 1960s we were selling commercials.
Credit Deas ‘Richie’ Richardson [now deceased]
for that. He could sell ice to Eskimos.”
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Bogle also explained why WFBA’s inaugural
song was “Satisfaction” by the Rolling Stones:
“At that time the commercial rock stations in
Greenville had somehow decided that the song
was obscene and would not play it at all.”
Ah, Furman radio — the best alternative.
Kathryn Tison Petralia ’92, a businesswoman in Atlanta, was station manager for two
years. Although pleased that Furman radio was

featured in the magazine, she was puzzled by our
timeline of the move of the station’s antenna to
a light pole at Paladin Stadium, which improved
the broadcast signal. We reported that the
antenna was physically moved in the mid-1990s
(station records indicated that the FCC granted
the construction permit in September 1995).
Petralia, however, recalled working on
the project in 1991, “spending countless hours

with unbelievably unreliable engineers and very
supportive university administrators to identify
the best way to facilitate the move. Our 199192 WPLS T-shirt even referenced the signal
amplification.”
Gary James expressed disappointment
that those he described as “instrumental”
in converting the station from AM to FM
were not mentioned. So he mentioned them:
Phil Reeves ’77, Beth Kelly Jones ’78,
Dave Wernick ’79 and Joe Sparks ’81.
James also pointed out that
“If all the unsung heroes who
worked tirelessly over the last
45 years to keep radio on the air
at Furman were mentioned, the
article may have filled the entire
issue.” He added, “One phenomenon alumni have noted is that, even
though we come from different eras
and technologies have changed, the
more things have changed at WPLS,
the more the challenges and rewards
have remained the same. The
‘rising phoenix’ theme of the article
captured this perfectly.”
According to James, the story
generated interest from a number
of radio alumni who were not
previously on his contact list. He is
now considering writing “An Official, Unofficial
History of Furman Radio.”
Jim Bogle and Kathryn Petralia would
probably be good places to start. No doubt James
would like to hear from others as well. Contact
him at furmanradio@yahoo.com.
— JIM STEWART
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